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Executive Summary
Conclusion

In our opinion, the internal controls over the digitized signature used in the
printing of Immediate Needs warrants are working and provide adequate
safeguards. There is a need to evaluate the opportunities of alternative payment
methods and consolidating locations. (See Finding 1)

Audit
The audit is part of a continuous countywide program to evaluate all systems and
Background processes printing warrants outside the Controller-Treasurer’s office, particularly
in the use and safeguard of the digitized signature. We conducted our audit in
accordance with the Professional Practices Framework established by the Institute
of Internal Auditors.
Audit
Objective

The audit was to evaluate the controls over the digitized signature and warrant
printing process.

Audit
Scope

While the audit focused on the digitized signature used to print Immediate Needs
warrants in the district offices, we also reviewed the Immediate Needs warrant
printing process, the safeguards of check stocks, hardware, the printing program,
physical security and the segregation of duties of personnel. We visited all
locations with Immediate Needs warrant printers, analyzed check logs, reviewed
the volume on the daily check registers for November and December 2005,
observed actual operations and interviewed personnel in district offices, warrant
control and the Help Desk.
Details about the finding and recommendation are provided below.
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Findings and Recommendations
Finding 1

Current procedures should be evaluated to reduce risk and cost
with alternative payment methods and location consolidation.
Since system inception in July 2005 and on a monthly basis, several of
the locations indicated that the number of Immediate Need checks
printed has been and remains low. Based on the November and
December 2005 statistics from CALWIN (see Attachment A), no
warrant was issued in the 1919 Senter Road office. Only 3 were issued
at the 591 North King office. Eleven were issued in the Mountain View
office and 14 in the Gilroy office. At the 373 West Julian office 16 were
issued and 1670 Las Plumas office issued 31. At the 1870 Senter Road
office 52 were issued. These were warrants net of void and cancelled
ones extracted from the Daily CALWIN Warrants Register covering the
two months that correspond with fieldwork.
Some district offices are located near other district offices. In particular,
1670 Las Plumas and 591 North King is less than 0.1 miles apart. The
same is true for 1870 and 1919 Senter Road. Four district offices are
within four miles (see Attachment A) from the West Julian Office,
which is the head office of Social Services Agency.
As locations printing warrant increase, the associated risks increase.
The chance of human errors correspondingly increases. More locations
mean more warrant stock and hardware must be secured. Naturally, the
cost to the County increases accordingly. The fixed costs for district
offices to print warrants include the dedicated computer, the monitor, the
printer and their maintenance. Recurring costs are the warrant stock and
the printer ink cartridges (see Attachment B). Soft costs are the
procedures and labor cost to safeguard and account for the use of the
warrant stock and the actual warrants printed. Part of the costs for
supporting functions such as Warrant Control and the Help Desk is
attributable to the warrant printing process. The imputed rent for the
cubicle housing the printer set up belongs to this category. Ongoing
training for the staff is another cost item.
While soft costs are hard to estimate and recoup, fixed and recurring
costs can be fairly estimated. Based just on these estimates, Internal
Audit has calculated the cost of a warrant issued for all offices is $10.35
(see Attachment B). Since print volume dictates the cost per warrant,
591 North King office has the highest per warrant cost of $62.60. Just
around the corner, 1670 Las Plumas has a cost of $6.06. The 1919
Senter Road location would be the most costly, but we could not
compute the cost because they did not issue any warrant for the two
months reviewed. Down the road, 1870 Senter Road has a cost of $3.61.
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The calculation is based on a three years average. This time frame is
used because it is the normal economic life of high tech hardware. It is
also used for depreciation and replacement planning.
If all the soft costs mentioned above were included, the per warrant cost
would have been much higher, conservatively by 200 to 300 per cent.
Please see Attachment A for details.

Recommendation 1.1 SSA should evaluate alternative payment methods and location
consolidation. [Priority 3]
One alternative is the use of “cash card” or “debit card”. Currently, the
Controller’s office is evaluating banking services. SSA can work with
them to pursue this alternative.
Another alternative may be promoting the use of EBT cards. For
Immediate Needs benefits, the client may not be forced to accept an
EBT card, but there may be situations where it is in the client’s best
interest. An EBT card may be easier for the client to obtain cash or not
have to pay check-cashing fees. Since EBT cards are already in use,
there is minimal increase in cost to the County.
A third alternative may be using petty cash. This would again solve the
client’s situation of having to convert a warrant to cash.
In consolidating locations, serious consideration should be given to
those offices that are less than 0.1 mile apart. For San Jose locations, the
warrant printing could be consolidated to chosen location or locations.
Clients can be transported to the issuing locations. A round trip taxi fare
of $25 (except for the North and South County offices) would get a
client to and from the Julian office.
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Attachment A
(Code)
Locations

Purpose of
warrants
issued

(E9) 373 West Foster
Julian
parents,
children
(A4) 1670 Las Homeless
Plumas Note program,
(2)
replacement
checks
(R1) 591
Homeless
North King program,
Note (2)
replacement
checks
(A5) 1919
Assistance
Senter Road Application
Note (3)
Center
(A3) 1870
Homeless
Senter Road program,
Note (3)
replacement
checks
(A1) 190
Homeless
Leavesley,
program,
Gilroy
replacement
checks
(D8) 100
Homeless
Moffet
program,
Field,Mountai replacement
nview
checks

Average Max amount Total No. Total Cost per office Cost per Distance R/T Cab fare
amount of a warrant
of
warrants in a 3 year
warrant
from 373 to 373 Julian
per
issued in warrants in 3 years
period
issued in a Julian Office, based
warrant
Nov-Dec
issued
3 years
Office in
on $2.50
2005
(Nov-Dec
period
miles
+$2.5/mi
2005)
$611.56

$930.00

16

288

$3,380.57

$11.74

n/a

n/a

$327.90

$1,075.00

31

558

$3,380.57

$6.06

3.6

$25.00

$149.17

$225.00

3

54

$3,380.57

$62.60

3.6

$25.00

$0.00

$0.00

0

0

$3,380.57

Note (1)

4.0

$25.00

$372.33

$1,762.00

52

936

$3,380.57

$3.61

4.0

$25.00

$222.14

$750.00

14

252

$3,380.57

$13.41

31.6

$165.00

$207.27

$280.00

11

198

$3,380.57

$17.07

12.3

$70.00

n/a

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

6.9

n/a

$0.00

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

< 0.1

n/a

127

2286

450 Montague Staff Training $0.00
333 West
Julian

Information
Technology

$0.00

Total check issued
Total fixed, recurring costs to issue warrants
Notes :

(1) Cannot compute, should be higher than $62.60 per check issued
(2) 1670 Las Plumas and 591 North King office is < 0.1 mile apart
(3) 1870 and 1919 Senter Road Offices is 0.1 mile apart

$23,664.00
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Attachment B
Estimated costs for Immediate Needs warrant printing by district offices
Fixed and recurring cost
items

Estimated
Unit cost

Total for all
Notes
locations
over 3 years
$7200
The unit cost is the average of mid-level
standard desktop computers as described in
Appendix A5 contract from Procurement, 3 years
economic life assumed.
$9000
Estimate figure may be conservative as these
are special printers, 3 years economic life
assumed.

Desktop Computer,
Mid-level Standard
configuration

$800

Warrant Printer

$1000

Monitor (CRT) 19”

$176

$1584

Estimates are for CRT monitors that are being
phased out. Current LCD monitors cost twice, 3
years economic life assumed.

Warrant Stock for 3 years
of usage

$2100

$2100

$60

$3780

SSA ordered similar warrant stock for their Trust
Funds on May 17, 2005 at a cost of $2098.70 for
16,500. We use $2100 for the calculation even
though Immediate Needs warrant stocks are
ordered in smaller quantity. The cost is much
higher. We could not obtain the actual cost.
We estimate 3 cartridges per printer per year.
$1260 for all 7 offices. 2 offices do not print
warrants. Estimate is for 3 years to maintain
consistency.
Only fixed and recurring costs used

Ink Cartridge for all
locations for 3 years

Grant Total costs in $
Actual Total checks
issued in 2 months
Estimated Total number
of checks in 3 years
Averaged Cost of a check
issued for all offices

$23,664
127
2286

$10.35

Based on November, December 2005 statistics
from Attachment A.
3 years is the usual and customary planning
horizon, yielding a better average estimated
figure
Excluding soft costs not estimated, based on
a 3 years average of fixed and recurring
costs only. $23,664 / 2286

See Notes 1

Notes :
1. For recurring costs, we use 3 years worth of data. This provides a better estimated figure of
cost per check. For high technology hardware, three years is the normal economic cycle. It
is used for asset depreciation and replacement planning.
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